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Abstract— This project work is focused on the design and 

fabrication of multipurpose equipment which is used for 

land preparation, sowing, fertilizing, leveling and weed 

removal process. The multi-crop planter has the capability 

of delivering the seeds precisely with uniform depth in the 

furrow, and also with uniform spacing between the seeds. 

The seed planter consist of the main frame, adjustable 

handle, seed hopper, seed metering disc, adjustable furrow 

planer, adjustable furrow closer, drive wheels, Seed tube. 

Seed metering disc was designed to be interchangeable to 

allow for sowing of the different varieties of seeds. The 

multipurpose agricultural equipment is very simple to use, 

the various adjustments are made with ease, and it is 

maintenance free.          
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The agricultural has always been the backbone of India’s 

sustained growth. As the population of India continues to 

grow, the demand for produce grows as well. Hence, there is 

a greater need for multiple cropping in the farms and this in 

turn requires efficient and time saving machines. Here we 

discuss multipurpose agricultural equipment which will be 

helpful for the agriculture industry to move towards 

mechanization. Traditional Sowing Methods: Traditional 

methods include manually operations, opening furrows by a 

country plough and dropping seeds by hand and dropping 

seeds in the furrow through a bamboo/metal funnel attached 

to a country plough. For sowing in small areas dibbling i.e., 

making holes or slits by a stick or tool and dropping seeds 

by hand, is practiced. Multi row traditional seeding devices 

with manual metering of seeds are quite popular with 

experienced farmers. In manual seeding, it is not possible to 

achieve uniformity in distribution of seeds. A farmer may 

sow at desired seed rate but inter-row and intra-row 

distribution of seeds is likely to be uneven resulting in 

bunching and gaps in field. Traditional sowing methods 

have following problems:  

In manual seeding, it is not possible to achieve 

uniformity in distribution of seeds. A farmer may sow at 

desired seed rate but inter-row and intra-row distribution of 

seeds is likely to be uneven resulting in bunching and gaps 

in field.  

The production and productivity of ground nuts, 

corns, etc., were quite low, when India became independent 

in 1947. The production was not sufficient to feed the Indian 

population. The country used to import them in large 

quantities for fulfilling the needs of our people from many 

countries. The reasons of low production and productivity 

were unavailability of machines in the cultivation field. In 

India most of the farming work is done manually when 

compared with foreign countries. There were no machines 

for sowing the seeds like groundnuts, corns then and it is 

done by man power only. The cost spent for man power was 

more and the speed of the operation was very less. When 

small farmers with minimal physical resources or financial 

assets attempt to improve their productivity, they have a 

limited choice. The only resource they can maximize is 

knowledge in which they are not poor. The government of 

India appointed a commission to assess the feasibility of 

increasing the crop productivity under prevailing Indian 

ecological conditions. In order to develop the standard of 

living of small farmers we should make the machines with 

low cost. Then only small farmers can implement the recent 

modern machines for farming purposes. Our proposed 

multipurpose sowing machine is used to sowing different 

types of seed like groundnuts, corns, etc. So in this work an 

attempt has been made to provide the multipurpose machine 

at low cost.  

Like traditional sowing equipment, equipment’s 

like spraying, weeding, grass cutting etc. also having 

drawbacks. We are going to produce such type of equipment 

having neglected those. Also it will useful for small scale 

farmers with efficient cost.  

Developed agriculture needs to find new ways to 

improve efficiency. One approach is to utilize available 

information technologies in the form of more intelligent 

machines to reduce and target energy inputs in more 

effective ways than in the past. Precision farming has shown 

benefits of this main approach but we can now move 

towards a new generation of equipment. The advent of 

autonomous system architectures gives us the opportunity to 

develop a complete new range of agricultural equipment 

based on small smart machines that can do the right thing, in 

the right place, at the right time in the right way. 

II. FABRICATION AND COMPONENTS 

 
Fig. 1: Multipurpose Agricultural Machine 

A. Pump 

A pump is a device that moves fluids (liquids or gases), or 

sometimes slurries, by mechanical action. Pumps can be 

classified into three major groups according to the method 

they use to move the fluid: direct lift, displacement, and 

gravity pumps. 
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Pumps operate by some mechanism (typically 

reciprocating or rotary), and consume energy to perform 

mechanical work by moving the fluid. Pumps operate via 

many energy sources, including manual operation, 

electricity, engines, or wind power, come in many sizes, 

from microscopic for use in medical applications to large 

industrial pumps. 

Mechanical pumps serve in a wide range of 

applications such as pumping water from wells, aquarium 

filtering, pond filtering and aeration, in the car industry for 

water-cooling and fuel injection, in the energy industry for 

pumping oil and natural gas or for operating cooling towers. 

In the medical industry, pumps are used for biochemical 

processes in developing and manufacturing medicine, and as 

artificial replacements for body parts, in particular the 

artificial heart and penile prosthesis. 

 
Fig. 2: Pump 

B. Plough 

A plough is a tool or farm implement used in farming for 

initial cultivation of soil in preparation for sowing seed or 

planting to loosen or turn the soil. Ploughs were traditionally 

drawn by working animals such as horses or cattle, but in 

modern times are drawn by tractors. A plough may be made 

of wood, iron, or steel frame with an attached blade or stick 

used to cut the soil and loosen it.  

 
Fig. 3: Plough 

The primary purpose of ploughing is to turn over 

the upper layer of the soil, bringing fresh nutrients to the 

surface, while burying weeds and the remains of previous 

crops and allowing them to break down. As the plough is 

drawn through the soil it creates long trenches of fertile soil 

called furrows. In modern use, a ploughed field is typically 

left to dry out, and is then harrowed before planting. 

Ploughing and cultivating a soil homogenises and modifies 

the upper 12 to 25 cm of the soil to form a plough layer. In 

many soils, the majority of fine plant feeder roots can be 

found in the topsoil or plough layer. 

 

C. Land Leveler 

Land Leveler is significant equipment that is used for 

farming and agriculture with a purpose to level the land.

 
Fig. 4: Land Leveler 

D. Sowing Machine 

Sowing is the process of planting. An area or object that has 

had seeds planted in it will be described as being sowed. 

 
Fig. 5: Sowing Machine 

E. Frame 

The frame is usually made of mild steel angle section and 

flats. It is strong enough to withstand all types of loads in 

working condition. All other parts of a seed drill are fitted to 

the frame. 

F. Drive Transmission System 

The drive transmission mechanism consists of a wheel, 

sprocket-chain assembly and a driven shaft that carry the 

seed picking discs. When the seed drill moves in the field, 

the drive wheel rotates due to its contact with soil and the 

sprocket wheel also rotes. The chain connecting the drive 

wheel sprocket and driven wheel sprocket rotates the shaft 

carrying the seed metering discs. 
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III. WORKING 

Generally cultivation of any crop involves various steps like 

seed selection, field preparation, fertilizing, sowing, 

irrigation, germination, thinning and filling, weed removal, 

vegetative stage, flowering stage, pesticide spraying, fruit or 

pod formation stage, harvesting and threshing. Farmer has to 

use various agricultural equipment and labors for caring out 

those steps, our purpose is to combine all the individual 

tools to form a multipurpose equipment which reduces the 

overall equipment cost and labor cost and also increases the 

yield of the crop by implementing scientific farming 

method. 

Initially plough is connected to the beam using fasteners and 

tilling of the soil is performed, later during sowing seed drill 

is attached to the beam along with leveler for leveling of soil 

for sowing and fertilizing, the seed and fertilizer are stored 

in the primary seed and fertilizer box. The seeds and 

fertilizer are provide to the secondary seed box to maintain 

the level of seeds in the box and the disc picks up the seeds 

from the seed hopper and fertilizer hopper and drop them to 

the furrow through the seed tube. When the seed is dropped 

at a specific distance then seed covering device covers soil 

over the seed and after germination of seed takes place, 

weeds are also developed in the field. By replacing the seed 

drill by weeding tools for the same beam arrangement we 

can use it for weeding purposes. Weeding blade is attached 

in inclined position such that it uproots the weeds and 

simultaneously weedicide is applied on the field by the 

weedicide container attachment. 

IV. FEATURES AND APPLICATION OF OUR EQUIPMENT 

A. Features 

 Multipurpose can perform cultivations operations such 

as ploughing, cloud breaking, Sowing, fertilizing, 

leveling, weeding, weedicide application. 

 Multitasking in one assembly of the equipment it 

performs sowing, fertilizing and leveling. In another 

assembly it performs weeding and weedicide 

applications. 

 3. Automated, the equipment can be animal powered or 

tractor powered just pulling of the equipment is enough 

and rests of the actions are automated. 

 The Successful implement of scientific farming with 

our equipment will lead to higher yield and better 

quality of crop. 

 Applicable for all type of seed to seed cultivation. 

 Sequential spacing of seeds will reduce the wastage of 

seeds and helps in the best utilization of the field and 

reduces the thinning and filling effort. 

 Number of workers required is reduced excessively, 

which in turn reduces labor charges. 

 Variable with dimensions and farming specifications 

 Adopted scientific farming and Precision forming 

technology. 

 Our equipment is completely flexible for easy assembly 

and disassembly. 

B. Applications 

 Ploughing 

 Clod breaking 

 Leveling 

 Sowing 

 Fertilizing 

 Weeding 

 Applying weedicide 

V. CONCLUSION 

Practically our multipurpose agricultural equipment can be 

used for tilting, fertilizing, sowing, leveling and also used 

for weed removal purposes. All parts are connected in such 

way that in every stage of agriculture the equipment can be 

rearranged or easily assembled with fasteners to required 

length and specifications of field operation. 

Our team has successfully combined many ideas 

from various fields of mechanical engineering and 

agricultural knowledge to improve the yield and by reducing 

the labor effort and expenses. 

The whole idea of multipurpose equipment is a 

new concept, patentable and can be successfully 

implemented in real life situations. 
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